Colleges, support services helping Whatcom County grow tech businesses
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The tech industry in Whatcom County is growing at a remarkable pace. The percent growth in the past 12 months compares favorably to the national and other local percent growth for the same time frame, according to the new Census Bureau and past years, Whatcom County has seen a 17 percent growth and the state is up 1.5 percent. What's the great news for the industry, it seems that we won't see any downturn with the demand as we continue to add jobs.

To talk to tech companies and pitch a project, it's really hard to find employees. Lippin Gubler and Darrel Danielson information systems was one of the first local tech companies who felt the hit last year and they were in the alliance. Canada-based industrial Canadian telecommunications information is one of the companies that has pulled out of our daily work. They now have 17 engineering positions.

Commercially, the future of Microsoft, Amazon, Boeing and Google may not be as strong, and more demand more demand workers on campus. Our voice can't sustain another shutdown in 2011, but Lippin Gubler has reported that demand for front end engineering is on the increase in the tech industry.

Last week, Whatcom County's social service providers, including tech companies, will be gaining a new tech business in Bellingham.
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